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Off the Beaten Path spotlights over 1,000 of the United States&#39; most overlooked must- see

destinations.Â  Plan an unforgettable vacation with this best-selling travel book-a super-easy

reference that shows you where to go, how to get there, and what you need to know before you

begin your adventure.The best-selling Reader's Digest travel book has 40% new content including

over 200 new sites, over 200 new full-color photographs, and all-new, up-to- date maps. Off the

Beaten Path spotlights over 1,000 of the United States' most overlooked must- see destinations. In

a state-by-state A-to-Z format, this budget-friendly vacation planner reveals the best-kept secret

spots so that no matter where you live, you can plan an unforgettable local vacation within an hour

or two of your home. Each of the featured sites has been verified by the respective state's tourist

bureau as still being "off the beaten path." Revel in nature, science, art, and culture, and encounter

the unexpected as you explore undiscovered gems. This exciting new edition features:  1,000

sites-more than 200 new sites and over 300 photographs-more than 200 brand new Brand-new

detailed state road maps, and revised and updated tourist information- plus links to the attraction's

website New feature-"Did You Know" fact boxes, and three new icons representing pet- friendly,

handicap-accessible, and wi-fi compatible sites Sidebars containing seasonal events for each state

Packed with innovative ideas for fun day trips and truly memorable vacations for travelers of every

temperament, penchant, and budget, this unparalleled escape book leads you to New Hampshire's

castle in the clouds. pontoon boating through the Florida Everglades, dinosaurs trails through

Colorado, an authentic jousting tournament in Virginia, or a stroll down America's oldest street in

New York City. Plan an unforgettable vacation with this best-selling travel book-a super-easy

reference that shows you where to go, how to get there, and what you need to know before you

begin your adventure.
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Beautiful, fascinating, informative. Visually stunning, intellectually stimulating. A true pleasure to

peruse. Loaded with nuggets of information. Practical, yet destined to be a collector's item and

tabletop treasure. Can I gush any more than that about this excellent work from Reader's Digest?Off

the Beaten Path provides thumbnail descriptions of more than 1,000 interesting sites and

destinations in the USA. All of these are places tourists don't normally flock to, but that are worth

seeing. These include museums, historic inns, castles, rock formations, dinosaur trails, pontoon

boating, parks, lakes, wildlife sanctuaries, and zoos. The book contains over 1,000 photographs of

these sites.The book consists of 50 chapters, each devoted to one state. The tourist bureau in each

state has verified that each site listed is, indeed, still not (yet) heavily visited. In each chapter is at

least one "Did you know?" box that has an interesting fact. The end of each chapter also has a

calendar of events (seasonal activities, such as Strawberry Day in Tennessee) for the state. Each

chapter also has a detailed state road map, with the sites marked out. As you read about each site,

you can refer back to the map to see where it is.For a given destination, you will find:* Title of site.*

Street address (or nearest highway and city).* Well-written description that explains what the site

has to offer.* Notes on availability, access, tours, and the like (including if an admission fee applies)*

Hyperlink to Website.* Phone number of the relevant agency, foundation, operator, or owner.* Icons

that show which of 16 different types of amenities are available.

Off the Beaten Path - Newly Revised & Updated: A Travel Guide to More Than 1000 Scenic and

Interesting Places Still Uncrowded and Inviting by the Editors of Reader's Digest is a visual vacation

all by itself. This gorgeous illustrated guide to some of the most photogenic and breathtakingly

beautiful well kept secrets in the United States deserves to ride up front. For any vacationer taking a

well earned break from the rat race, Off The Beaten Path could be your best road trip

companion.This travel guide is big, and I mean big. Weighing in over 4 pounds and with dimensions

of 10.5 x 10 x 1.4 inches, Off The Beaten Path isn't something you could stick in your back pocket.

It's well worth making space for in your backpack though and could easily become indispensable

when you're planning or preparing for a trip. Off the Beaten Path is designed for those who want to

look beyond the usual tourist traps and find places that are rich in historic and/or scenic value, yet



relatively undiscovered by the masses.If you're not interested in being amongst crowds and want to

discover the real beauty of the US and its roots, look no farther than within Off The Beaten Path.

This is the definitive guide that you've always wanted. Even just browsing the stunning photography

gives you itchy feet.The 384 page volume is packed solid with useful information. All states are

listed in alphabetical order, each with their own chapter and color coded for easy reference. Within

those state listings are these hidden gems' details.Let's look at Arkansas for example. Want to visit

a historic Southern cotton plantation?
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